
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently. 

1. A. hobby  B. fox   C. video  D. concert 

2. A. knife  B. kind   C. find   D. kit 

II. Choose the word that has a different stressed syllable from the rest. 

3. A. busy  B. along  C. singer  D. problem 

4. A. passenger B. suitable  C. scientist  D. explorer 

IIII. Choose the best option (A, B, C or D) to complete each of the following questions. 

5. A ______ can give you more time to work and relax. 

A. self-driving car B. tunnel bus  C. jetpack  D. amphibious bus 

6. He must _________ his best. 

A. to try  B. trying  C. to trying  D. try 

7. Would you like _________ tea? 

A. lots of  B. a lot of  C. some  D. any 

8. ________ is the fee? 

A. How many  B. How much  C. How long  D. How often 

9. I imagine there  _______ be a lot of people at the party. 

A. will   B. is going to  C. will go  D. is being to 

10. Our prediction is that this singer _________ be famous. 

A. isn’t going to B. can’t  C. isn’t being  D. won’t  

11. Mike thinks he’ll be famous soon. He needs to wake up and look at the ______. 

A. reality  B. dream  C. hit     D. voice 

12. Anna doesn’t play baseball    ______ her sister. 

A. as well as  B. as good as  C. as best as  D. as better as 

13. A century has _________ years. 

A. 5   B. 10   C. 100   D. 1000 

14. If you see a big bear, try to  ______ still. 

A. build  B. stand  C. find   D. climb 

15. The exam are finished now. You  _______ relax. 

A. must  B. should  C. mustn’t  D. shouldn’t 

IV. Write the correct form of the words in brackets. 

16. We use fossil fuels in our daily life, but they are ________ and cause pollution. (LIMIT) 
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17. A lot of scientists are working hard to look for some ______ and environmentally friendly sources of 

energy. (LOSS) 

18. __________ people feel positive about their skills. (CONFIDENCE) 

19. The ________ of the piano and violin changed the sounds of classical music. (INVENT) 

20. That famous ________ could paint well at an early age. (ART) 

V. Read the following passage and choose the best answer to fill in each blank. 

Luu Huu Phuoc (1921-1989) is one of the great (21) _________ in Viet Nam. He was born in Hau Giang, Can 

Tho. He was famous (22) _________ composing many lively patriotic wartime songs, children’s songs and 

occasional opera, which express the country’s fight against French and America. Some of his famous (23) 

_________ are Bach Dang Giang, Tieng Goi Thanh nien, Giai phong mien Nam,… Luu Huu Phuoc was a 

member of National Assembly, Chairman of the committee of Culture and Education. After his (24) 

_________ in 1989, he was awarded Ho Chi Minh Prize. To (25) _________, Luu Huu Phuoc was one of the 

most prominent cultural figures during national liberations movements. On June 26, 1989, he passed away in 

Ho Chi Minh city. 

21. A. singers  B. composers  C. writers  D. musicians 

22. A. for  B. by   C. with   D. about 

23. A. jobs  B. careers  C. works  D. tasks 

24. A. dead  B. die   C. dying  D. death 

25. A. give up  B. sum up  C. turn up  D. set up 

VI. Read the text and answer the questions. 

Future Vehicles 

People always dream of flying by themselves, and this flying car may be their choice. It is economical because 

it runs on solar energy. If you cannot drive, it is a wonderful way to fly like a bird. This jetpack uses an engine 

with two fans to lift you off the ground. Maybe policemen want to have it as soon as possible because it is fast 

and it can avoid traffic jams. Fans help this flying motorbike stay in the air. This amphibious bus can run on 

water and land. In countries with a lot of rivers and canals like Vietnam, it is a convenient way to travel. Many 

countries are starting to use tunnel buses. This bus is spacious enough to carry many passengers and it travels 

quickly during rush hours. 

26. How can a flying car run?  

A. It runs on solar energy. B. It runs on petrol.  C. It runs on wind energy. 

27. How many fans does the jetpack have? 

A. One .   B. Two.   C. Three. 

28. Who may like the flying motorbike? 

A. Students.   B. Teachers.   C. Policemen. 

29. What is an amphibious bus? 

A. It can fly.    



 

 

B. It can run on land and water.  

C. It doesn’t need any engine. 

30. Tunnel buses are _________.  

A. small   B. spacious   C. slow 

VII. Rearrange the words in a correct order to make a complete sentence. 

31. if / is / you / Will / on Sunday / go out / sunny / it ? 

____________________________________________ 

32. get / your parents / a good school report / if / be / you / Will / happy / ? 

____________________________________________ 

33. mustn’t / You / a  / make / fire / . 

____________________________________________ 

34. not / camp / We / near / should / river / the / . 

____________________________________________ 

35. use / not / mobile phones / should / We / class / in / . 

____________________________________________ 

IX. Do the people like their jobs? Listen and check (✓) the correct answer. 

36. Dialogue 1: __________ 

37. Dialogue 2: __________ 

38. Dialogue 3: __________ 

39. Dialogue 4: __________ 

40. Dialogue 5: __________ 

----------------------THE END---------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


